Writing Powerful Narrative Nonfiction

**Recommended Reading**

*The Story Within* – Laura Oliver, M.F.A.

*Writing From Personal Experience: How to Turn Your Life into Salable Prose* — Nancy Davidoff Kelton

*Writing Articles From the Heart: How to Write and Sell Your Life Experiences* — Marjorie Holmes

*Write Your Heart Out: Exploring and Expressing What Matters to You* — Rebecca McClanahan

*Writing Dramatic Nonfiction* — William Noble

*Tell It Slant: Writing and Shaping Creative Nonfiction* – Brenda Miller and Suzanne Paola

*Writing Life Stories: How to Make Memories into Memoirs, Ideas into Essays, and Life into Literature* – Bill Roorbach


*Starting Your Career as a Freelance Writer* – Moira Anderson Allen

**Markets for Personal Experiences**

Power for Living
LIVE
Gem
The Lookout
Purpose
Seek
Vision
Evangel
War Cry
Chicken Soup for the Soul